
  



 



  

When this bike came rolling into the parking lot 

of the Harley dealership, I knew I had found the 

next feature bike. It is the kind of bike that just 

makes a crowd flock to it, and point and call out 

the different things that they find. From the 

Samurai Sword shifter to the Caddy tail lights. 

There was just so much to see. 

This was another incredible creation from the 

boys at Dirty Hands Choppers. If you saw last 

month’s feature bike, you know that this tight 

knit group of guys, put out some sick bikes for 

themselves and their friends only.  

 

Chandler did some amazing work on this bike, and I 

have been a fan of his work since the first time I laid 

eyes on Mad Max, his low slung aggressive Evo based 

apocalypse style bike. Unfortunately, the day he rode 

in we were both short on time, so we did not get the 

chance to go over the specifics of the bike and the 

build. By the time I got to putting the article together, 

he and the boys were off to Sturgis. (continued) 

DirtyHandsChoppers.com 



 

 

 

When most people think 

of recycling they think 

green or about those little 

blue bins that we throw 

our paper and plastic in. 

Not Don, when he thinks 

recycling he thinks flat 

black. The truck you see 

here is made up of mostly 

throw away spare parts or 

things that were hanging 

around the tow yard or 

donated from friends. 

Where most of us would 

just see a pile of old parts 

ready for the scrap yard, 

Don envisioned a road 

worthy rat truck, and as 

you see here, he 

succeeded. 

 

The truck started its life as 

a 1969 Chevy pickup, and 

now is made up of a who’s 

who of parts. The 300 

cubic inch motor came out 

of a 1966 Buick Special as 

did the 2-speed powerglide 

transmission. Both were in 

good enough shape that 

just fluids and filters did 

the trick in getting her 

running. The 66 Buick 

also donated the steering 

column which was 

shortened by 18 inches 

and is mated to a 62 

Chevy steering box. The 

steering linkage was 

created by Bill’s Metal in 

Burtonsville. 

 



 

  

Speaking of Bill’s Metal, the gas tank in the bed 

of the pickup is just another example of his 

mastery with metal. Originally it began life as a 

trash can in Don’s garage. Bill put his touch on 

it, and as Don says “it’s like something out of 

Nascar inside”. For the finishing touch Bill even 

added Don’s initials, a monogrammed trash can 

fuel tank, that’s just friggin cool. 

 

But the cool factor does not end there. The rear 

turn signals and headlights are take-off Harley-

Davidson parts and the Edsel grill found new life 

out front on the 38 Ford front end.  

The interior is not for the fancy soft bottomed 

luxury car folk, its the way a Recycled Rat Truck 

should be. Driver and passenger seat are old boat 

seats, the door liners are made up of old street 

signs. While you are looking at the interior you 

may notice that the slick chrome gas pedal, 

donated by Hot Rod guru Rob Sunday stands 

alone. That’s right no brake pedal, just hand 

brakes!! Think about that the next time you’re in 

MoCo stop and go morning rush hour. Rob also 

did the wiring on the truck. You may also have 

noticed that the truck sits just a bit different, 

that’s because Don moved the floor up 8 inches.  

 

This truck was built the old school way, with old 

parts, old friends and when parts were not 

available they were fabricated. Don would like 

to thank Bill from Bill’s Metal, Billy Cole from 

Cloverly Automotive, Rob Sunday and Mark K. 

and Mark Bailey for their hand in putting the 

truck together. 

So the next time you look at that pile of old parts 

you and your buddies have hanging around the 

shop, garage or yard , don’t just haul em off to 

the junk yard. Grab a wrench, a couple of 

friends, some Flat Black Derusto and get to 

recycling.  GBM 



 

 

  

 

When I spotted this bike in the parking 

lot of Battley Harley, I was drawn to it 

like a moth to light. Sure I've seen 

thousands of motorcycles come and go, 

and I look forward to seeing thousands 

more. But this one was special. Being a 

Dyna rider and lover, they have a big 

spot in my heart, and here was the 

Grand Daddy of the family, a 1984 FX 

Low Rider Shovelhead. As I got closer, 

I really sensed there was something 

extra ordinary about this bike. It was 

purity, with just a few minor options 

and with...brace yourself ...less than 

2000 original miles!! 

 

I spent a great deal of time looking this 

bike over and wondering what the story 

was behind this bike. Here is a prime 

piece of Harley-Davidson history and 

it's sitting in the parking lot waiting for 

its owner to ride on home. 

 

I found the owner Laurie and 

complemented her on the bike and since 

time was short I invited her to enter the 

bike in our upcoming First Annual 

Shine Em Up and Line Em up Bike 

Show. Sure enough a few weeks later 

she did and was a top 3 trophy winner 

in the Vintage Class. 

 

I finally caught up with her once again 

and we talked about the 25 year history 

of her shovel

 

 



 

  

Laurie has spent the last 30 years in the 

Navy and this bike has been making the 

journey with her since 1985 when she 

bought the bike as its second owner. The 

first owner had put 1100 miles on the 

odometer. 

 

The first year of ownership of her bike was 

a magical time in Laurie's life, serving her 

residency in Internal Medicine and riding 

the streets of California., just a girl and her 

Harley.  

 

She even had her first date with her 

boyfriend Bob, and Bob being the eager 

passenger enjoyed their first date on the 

back of Laurie's Harley. Off they went to the 

Dunkin' Donuts. Word around town from 

Bob's friends was “This broad came in with 

a motorcycle and we never saw Bob again". 

Over the last 24 years, she has kept Bob and 

the Harley. 

 

The Navy life and circumstances had taken 

away the time to ride the Shovel, but Laurie 

stayed on the road on an assortment of other 

bikes over the years.  

 

Despite all of the moving around the 

country, from California to Florida and to 

Camp Lejeune to work with the Marines, 

Laurie stayed true to her love of her first 

Harley and she brought it with her along the 

way. Like her other possessions, the military 

Household Goods move, helped keep them 

together, whether the bike was in running 

condition or not. Eventually they made their 

way to MoCo in 98 and the bike sat in 

Laurie's basement until August of 2008.          

( continued) 



 

  

Regardless of the fact that she has been running around on her 250 Yamaha, Laurie had been 

longing to put the Shovel back on the road. It was quite a struggle getting the bike out of that 

basement 10 years later with its 2 flat tires and a hill standing in the way. But out she came ,and 

into the capable hands of Jerry Jackman at Jackman Cycles to become road worthy again. With 

some TLC and freshening up, Laurie finally had the Low Rider back on the road. She even broke 

out her original leather jacket from 85. 

 

The little time she gets the chance to ride her Shovel are some of her best times on the road. You 

will never hear her complain about the quirks that come along with owning and maintaining a 

Shovel. Her heart and history are deeply rooted in this bike and their near 25 years together.  

 

It was a real pleasure talking with Laurie and getting to know the story behind this bike. I find it 

amazing to think that in 1985 when I was still a young aspiring biker in high school ,that Laurie 

wasn't out just packin on the pillion, she was out ridin' her own bike, this bike. 

 

In this day of "newer and bigger is better" and " on to the next thing" consumerism , it is 

refreshing to see such a level of commitment and dedication to one's machine.  

I know Laurie is looking forward to retirement and getting more time in the saddle of an old 

friend. Ride On Laurie. 



 

  

In my travels around Montgomery County 

searching for shops to feature here in the e-

zine, I have seen some shops that work on 

some pretty amazing cars, from Hot Rods to 

Vintage restorations. This was a rare 

opportunity to visit a shop that deals 

primarily in Ferrari repair and performance 

work. Competizione & Sports Cars in 

Gaithersburg is owned and operated by 

Richard Capoccia and Fernando Torres 

along with a team of Master Technicians. 

Richard for the last 12 years has devoted his 

time and efforts into making Competizione 

& Sports Cars, the premier shop for 

Contemporary, Race and Vintage Ferraris. 

The shop also does a specialized amount of 

work on Lamborghini and Abarth. 

Maintaining a shop of such magnitude and 

dealing with some of the world's most 

prestigious cars, brings about a need for 

impeccable service and commitment. That is 

exactly what the client finds with 

Competizione. The business philosophy of 

"Love and Passion for the cars, along with 

utmost care and service for the client" is 

deeply rooted within the shop. Richard and 

his crew are constantly training and 

receiving the next level of certifications in 

the very demanding requirements of Ferrari 

repair, service, performance and engine 

modifications. 



  

Richard and his partners started 

Competizione & Sports Cars with 

the goal of creating a "European 

workshop" and Richard says that 

he could not see himself working 

on anything else, as the Ferrari is 

part of his heritage, culture and his 

passion. He owns a 1990 Testarosa 

himself, and sees the opportunity 

to interact with his client base and 

share their passion and enthusiasm 

with them as one of his personal 

favorite aspects of the business. 

Richard visits the factory once a 

year and with each passing year 

becomes more deeply rooted in the 

Ferrari way of life. His shop with 

its luxurious aura, spotless work 

area, top level master technicians 

and racing participation, is a 

testament to the love of these fine 

Italian machines as his devotion to 

providing one of the country's 

premier Ferrari Specialists. 

(continued) 



 

  When I first walked into Competizione 

and Sports Cars two words came to my 

mind "passione e potere" which is Italian 

for "passion and power". From the minute 

I saw the row of Ferraris and a single 

Lamborghini parked outside of the shop, I 

knew I was in for something special. 

Richard Capoccia one of the principles 

graciously allowed me to look around the 

shop while he was talking with a client. 

As I walked around, a rush of different 

emotions & thoughts ran through my 

head. Mostly I was taken by the elegance 

and beauty of the wide range of Ferraris at 

the shop. Some of the cars had such a 

presence, that I just stood there and stared, 

while taking in every inch of Italian power 

and grace. For a brief moment I allowed 

myself to dream, not so much about 

owning one of them, but rather of being in 

Italy as the designers sat around drinking 

espresso and dreaming up the lines and 

curvatures of these machines before me. 

When I snapped out of my daydream, I 

started looking around the shop more and 

noticed the meticulous work areas, the 

careful way the technicians covered each 

body panel, as they worked on the engine, 

and the many cars in different states of 

repair. I stood there and just stared as 

entire Ferrari engines sat on engine stands, 

waiting to be set back in their proper place 

to once again roar back to life. I even saw 

the beauty in 4 giant Ferrari tires leaning 

against the wall, waiting to have their time 

hurling the car down the road with 

ungodly speed, power and grace. 

Sure at first, I felt a bit out of place, 

having had all of my Ferrari knowledge 

gathered from what little I learned from 

Magnum PI. But here I was, right here in 

Montgomery County surrounded by some 

of the most exotic machines in the world, 

at one of the premier Ferrari repair 

facilities in the entire United States if not 

the world. They were going about their 

daily routine of tuning, repairing and 

maintaining these cars with precision and 

passion, and allowing me to peek in and 

share it with the GarageBoyz Magazine 

readers. 

So while it is a far cry from our Kulture's 

flat black primer and hopped up Chevy 

Big Blocks, it is an amazing world filled 

with a love and passion of the machine, 

the power, the sound, the feel and the ride 

of a finely tuned engine. I began to feel at 

ease again in the comfort of knowing that 

passion and horsepower and a deep rooted 

love of our machines is the common bond 

we all share, no matter whether we ride a 

low dollar rat rod or a high dollar exotic 

and that is what our Kulture is all about. 

 



   

I asked Richard what his dream car was, I figured a man who works on and drives 

Ferraris on a daily basis, probably has seen and driven them all, what could be his 

holy grail. Boy was I surprised, not only did he have a dream car, but there was 

actually an example of one right there in his shop. There is all of its glory, he pointed 

to the 1966 Ferrari 275 GTB Alloy. This car is extremely rare with only 25 of them in 

existence in the entire world. It was amazing car to see in person, and I am extremely 

grateful and pleased to share it with the GarageBoyz Magazine readers. GBM 
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Cycles USA Closing for Retirement after 36 Years 

If you are part of the local motorcycle community 

here in Montgomery County, then in one way or 

another Cycles USA on Georgia Ave, has had 

some part in your life. For about 36 years, Cycles 

USA has served our community with sales, parts 

and service. Many of the folks who work at other 

shops throughout the region worked at Cycles 

USA at one time in their career. The GM at 

Battley Harley-Davidson and two of their lead 

techs were Cycles USA staff members at one time 

in their careers as well as countless others. When I 

first came into the area in about 1994 I had my 

Honda Magna serviced there, and they always 

took good care of my bike and me. At the time I 

was still relatively new to motorcycles and I 

learned quite a bit talking to Joe in the Parts Dept 

as well as Pete and Kevin in the Service Dept., 

they always treated me very well and I was happy 

to be a customer for many years after. 

Now some 15 years later and being in the 

industry for about 10 years now, I have shared 

a professional relationship with them as well. 

Their sales team members Derrick and JD 

have always been great guys to talk with and 

bounce questions off of, and I always felt 

good about referring customers to them when 

I did not have a bike that would suit their 

needs. I have also called on their service dept. 

many times for questions relating to a brand of 

motorcycle that they carried and they were 

always quick to lend a hand and an answer. 

Their help and presence in the area helped us 

all, from the customers to those in the 

industry. 

 Their will be a large void in Montgomery 

County's motorcycle community with the 

stores closing, and I hope that those of us who 

still serve the County's riders will be able to 

continue on with the tradition and expertise 

that Cycles USA provided for almost 4 

decades. 

 Good Luck to the owner Don, and I hope he 

enjoys retirement and good luck to his staff. I 

hope that we get to still see some of the 

familiar faces again in the near future. 

Thank You, Cycles USA from the bottom of 

our hearts. 
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Don Kilby, Owner, President Cycles USA
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Back in issue #1 's What Ya Workin' 

On we featured Chet and his 1969 

Camaro project. He gave a ton of 

credit to his father for all of his help in 

making the project come together. 

Well this month we feature his father 

Billy's project, his 1970 Chevy El 

Camino. 

 

Billy picked up the El Camino in 1994 

from his father who had bought the 

car new in 1970. 

The El Camino spent 15 years in 

Ocean City, MD while his father 

owned the car. As you may know, 

ocean air and old Chevy metal 

combined equal a ton o' rust. So the 

car had to be stripped down 

completely. Billy sandblasted the 

frame which took over 800lbs of sand, 

He then painted the frame, and even 

added some design to the frame "in 

case the body ever comes off, they'll 

know the frame was painted". 

 

 

 

This is not the first time Billy has painted 

the Camino. When the car was new it was 

solid blue and it received its two tone blue 

paint around 1976. 

Most of the body panels have been 

replaced, and the interior has been 

completely redone at Rankin's Upholstery 

in Gaithersburg. An ongoing project to 

bring the car back to life since 1994, the 

car is nearing completion. Billy plans to 

drop in a Smeding Performance 383 

stoker motor with a T-10 4-speed 

transmission, "just tradional old skool 

stuff ". His goal is to make a reliable 

driver, so that he can enjoy some road 

time and take it to outside shows. 

I look forward to seeing the complete car 

and will bring you update today when we 

revisit the project in a future issue of 

GarageBoyz Magazine. 

http://www.smedingperformance.com/


 

  

A tradition of Father & Son Projects. On the left is Bill’s Camino which he got from his 

father, next to it is Bill’s son Chet’s Camaro. On the right is a picture of Bill’s Dad (l) 

and Bill with his father’s show winning 1962 Vette 



 

  

 

SPEEDIN’ TICKET 

County Legend has it that... 
Hot rodders from all around 

Montgomery County use to meet at an 

undisclosed location to show off 

their rides, bench race and hang with 

like minded folk... 

 

Well these folks liked to get there a 

little quicker than Johnny Law 

allowed, and often you would see a 

Hot Rodder being pulled over.  

 

Johnny would ask " where you goin' 

so fast on this fine Sunday mornin' "... 

and the Rodders would answer "why 

I'm on my way to Church officer". 

This is that church, a church where 

horsepower is the sermon and 

communion becomes community... This is  

The Church of The Holy Donut. 



 

  

Sunday 

Morning 

Cruise-In 



 

  

 

As I traveled around Montgomery County, checking out the different 

shops, I kept seeing work from, and hearing about Pinstripe Chris. At 

Iron Works, Chopper was having his personal bike pinstriped by 

Chris. While at RAM Cycles, I saw a beautiful tank on display 

painted up like a Fender guitar, done by Pinstripe Chris. One of the 

customers at Battley Harley was pretty excited about having his Road 

King painted, and when it was finished, it came out incredible. I 

asked him who did the work and you guessed it, Pinstripe Chris. 

Well I set out to meet him, and have some work done on the Camino. 

Chris stopped by the dealership during our Spring Open House and 

went to work laying down some righteous thin line 3-color pin 

striping. I was blown away by the quality of his work, his pleasant 

and professional demeanor and how humble and truly happy he is to 

be making a living doing what he loves. He credits his fiancé Caity 

also an artist, for her helping hand and patience with the late hours 

and sometimes turning their house into a paint studio. 



  

Although Chris has been pinstriping for only a 

short time, this 22 year old kid lays down the 

"One Shot" like he's been doing it his whole 

life. He may be new to pinstriping, but he's not 

new to painting bikes and cars. Some of his 

amazing work done out of the paint booth at 

Hot Rod Refinishers in Rockville, can be seen 

running the streets of MoCo and on the race 

track. 

 

He truly loves and lives the Kustom life. His 

personal car a 1985 Pontiac Fiero proudly 

displays his “real Flame” paint job, and his 

prior car a 1961 Buick special also sported his 

custom paint work. He has always loved art and 

cars, and his earlier car drawings and his “Hot 

Wheels” logo tattoo reflect this love. 

 

Chris is a freelance artist and he can be seen set 

up at local Open Houses or events laying down 

pinstripes on cars, bikes, helmets or whatever.  

 

But don't be fooled by the name, Chris is far 

more than a pinstriper, he’s a well rounded 

artist who offers everything from full custom 

paint jobs on cars and bikes, to custom air 

brushing, full murals and hand painted signs 

and more. 

 

I look forward to seeing this talented painter 

grow in his craft, and I’m proud to be sharing 

his work with you here in GarageBoyz 

Magazine. If you want to contact him about 

paint work or having him set up at your event, 

or just to see more of his work, check him out 

on the web at  

www.PinstripeChris.com 

 

http://www.pinstripechris.com/


 

  

Did Little Italy move ? Because I think I 

found it, right here in Montgomery County. If 

you haven't tried any of the 5 MoCo locations 

yet, you are truly missing a gem of an Italian 

restaurant. It’s as fancy as the Pollo 

Saltimbocca and fine wine list, yet as 

comfortable as the neighborhood pizza joint. 

 

I had the pleasure of dropping by the 

Rockville Pike location, having lunch and 

getting to check out the place and meet the 

people that make this restaurant truly one of 

my favorites. Those of you who know my 

Boston Italian food standards, know that I 

take my Italian pretty seriously, guess what 

so do they. My visit today was to focus on the 

pizza end of things. Their slices would hold 

their own against any slice in any little Italy, 

in any city whether its Baltimore, Boston or 

even New York . The thin crust pizza slice is 

the perfect foldable kind that seems to be 

more delicious with each bite. They make 

their own fresh dough and use a premium 

100% Mozzarella cheese that has a creamy 

rich taste, not a greasy fatty taste like with 

fast food pizza. The pizza sauce is perfect, 

not too sweet as to overpower the toppings, 

be it just plain cheese or any of the other 13 

available toppings. in house and slice it into 

nice chunks that just blend in and add an 

amazing flavor. The pepperoni is another great 

choice of topping, again the quality shows, 



 

  

Speaking of the toppings, the sausage is 

truly my favorite. They cook up fresh 

sausage in house and slice it into nice 

chunks that just blend in and add an 

amazing flavor. The pepperoni is 

another great choice of topping, again 

the quality shows, with a hearty meaty 

flavor that only comes from high grade 

pepperoni. Another can't miss topping is 

the meatball, again freshly made in 

house ,and generously sliced and 

layered onto the pizza. 

 

If you can't decide between the 

toppings, the Mamma Special available 

as a 14" or 18" comes with all three 

along with mushrooms, ham, onions, 

green peppers and black olives. 

The whole pizzas here make for an 

amazing meal, and would impress any 

group of pizza lovers. If you really want 

to treat the family, Tuesday between 3-

10 pm is Pizza Night and Mamma's 

offers a buy one large pizza and get 

another for $2.99 for carry-out. For you 

lovers of morning cold pizza, the cheese 

pizza with a sprinkle of salt the next day 

straight from the fridge will make your 

Wednesday start off perfectly. Not the 

cold pizza type?, that's okay too, their 

pizza warms up nicely and is just as 

flavorful as the previous day.  

(continued) 



 

  

There is only one thing that goes perfectly 

with this outstanding pizza, no it's not an ice 

cold soda or the wide selection of cold beer 

they offer...it's the garlic bread. OMG if you 

can manage to not get yourself filled up on 

this before the pizza comes, you are a 

superhero. They start off with fresh 

homemade bread seasoned with garlic and 

spices and herbs, toasted to perfection and 

served with "Jimmy Sauce" an oil and garlic 

dipping sauce loaded with chunks of garlic 

and cheese and assorted spices. It is such an 

amazing starter that I've been tempted to just 

sit at the table and eat it as my entire meal. 

 

I always enjoy my meal at Mamma Lucia's 

and no matter which location I've gone to the 

food is always consistently well cooked and 

delicious. The Rockville Pike location offers 

a beautiful outdoor seating area, where you 

can enjoy your food, have a drink, smoke a 

cigarette and watch your bike. The staff is 

attentive and friendly and always makes sure 

you are enjoying your meal. This is the 

perfect place to ride to, relax and grab a 

pizza, or it can be the perfect intimate little 

restaurant to take your loved one out for date 

night and enjoy a full Italian menu.  

 

Mamma's also offers catering and delivery, 

so you can serve their food at your office 

function or when you’re having the boys over 

for the game. I truly love the versatility of 

Mamma Lucia's and of course the food. You 

can see their full menu on their website and a 

list of all of their locations at 

http://www.mammaluciarestaurants.com , try 

them out and tell them you saw them in 

GarageBoyz Magazine. GBM 

Chef Julio has been providing 

Mamma’s 

Down Home Italian Cooking for 
over 18 years 

http://www.mammaluciarestaurants.com/
javascript://


  

Once again the gang over at Mamma 

Lucia's put their hearts into raising 

money to benefit the Special 

Olympics Montgomery County, with 

their third annual Mamma's Ride. 

The ride began at the Olney location, 

where they provided an amazing 

spread of food, including a breakfast 

pizza that was out of this world. 

Jimmy, John and Jimmy C. and their 

friends. families and staff put out an 

incredible effort every year, and this 

year was no exception. Registration 

included food and a run T-shirt, and 

all of the proceeds went to the cause. 

It was truly as they say on their shirt 

a "day of Riding and Inspiring" as the 

police escorted ride, road out to 

Towson for an event for the Special 

Olympics (SOMO). 

 

They put this ride on every year and 

it is just part of the tremendous way 

that Mamma Lucia's gives back to 

the community. The ride is one that 

should be on everybody's list of runs 

to take part of. 

Food, Bikes, Friends, Inspiration and 

Giving, there really is no better way 

to spend a Sunday, so make sure you 

look for and take part in this event 

next year.  
 



  



  I had the chance to drop by and talk with the guys at 

Tattoo Paradise in Wheaton this week, and I always 

really enjoy it. The shop is a feast for the eyes and hosts 

an incredible tattoo flash & art display. I love hanging 

out and shooting the breeze with Shawn one of the 

tattoo artists and Willett the piercer. Both guys have a 

true love and knowledge of the industry. 

 

Talking with Shawn is a lot of fun; he loves and studies 

not only the art of tattooing, but its kulture and history. 

You can really see his love of tradition in his work, 

which is an incredible example of old school traditional. 

It's bold, colorful and reminiscent of the tattoos of the 

past. 

Shawn is just one of the 6 tattoo artists that can be 

found working there or in the Washington DC location. 

Tattoo Paradise also has an amazing who's who of guest 

artists from all around the world making their way 

through. You can also catch the Paradise crew at 

conventions all over the country, as their love of the 

industry keeps them constantly going deeper and deeper 

into the kulture. 

 

It really is worth taking a trip to the shop and visiting 

them online at www.TattooParadiseDC.com and 

checking out the artist’s portfolio. Each artist had a 

diverse style as well as being incredibly well versed in 

traditional good, clean, solid tattoo work. 

. 

http://www.tattooparadisedc.com/


 



 

  

 

 


